MEET MEGAN

Megan is a Paterno Fellow and Schreyer Scholar majoring in English and Art History.

She is the editor-in-chief of *Kalliope*, a print literary journal published each spring by a staff of undergraduate students at Penn State. She has previously filled numerous roles at *Kalliope*, from copy editor to marketing and public relations chair.

In addition to her work with *Kalliope*, Megan is a German tutor in the State College Area School District and a member of FOTO, a special interest THON organization.

To read more student stories, visit [LA.PSU.EDU/CHANGEMAKERS](http://LA.PSU.EDU/CHANGEMAKERS)
English

Unique Learning Opportunities
- For almost 20 years, Penn State Adventure Literature courses have combined the study of literature with outdoor adventures to offer students opportunities for authentic, applied learning in the humanities.
- Past courses have included the Rhetoric of the Civil Rights Movement that culminated in a week-long civil rights bus tour through the South.

Enrichment Experiences
- Work with the Hemingway Letters Project as an intern
- Become a writing tutor for the Writing Center
- Join the staff or submit your work to Kalliope, Penn State's student literary journal

Study Abroad
- Penn State offers more than 400 study abroad programs to allow students to tailor their experience to their interests. A complete list can be found at global.psu.edu/students.

Multiple Pathways
- Literary and Cultural Studies
- Creative Writing
- Professional/Media Writing
- Rhetoric and Writing

Possible Career Paths
- Attorney
- Fundraiser
- Grant Writer
- Public Relations Director
- Professional Writer
- Social Media Manager
- Teacher
- Technical Writer
- Travel Blogger
- Video Game Writer

To learn more about the major, visit ENGLISH.LA.PSU.EDU.